
Personal Protection Plan
Do you:

»»Own a car?
»»Own a home?
»»Rent an apartment?
»»Own a RV?
»»Own a motorcycle, ATV or personal 
watercraft? 

If you answered “yes” to any of the 
above, you need insurance.  Mang’s 
Personal Protection Program might be right for you. 

*The availability, qualifications and amounts of discounts may vary based on multiple variables 
which are reviewed in the quoting process. In addition, terms, conditions and exclusions not 

described above, may vary depending on the coverage purchased. 

teri schunk
Certified Workplace Wellness Program Coordinator

44 Grand Street Sidney, New York 13838
607.337.4424  

800.965.MANG
teri.schunk@manginsurance.com

manginsurance.com

Why choose Mang?
 » Discounts* for being a Colgate Employee

 » Multiple payment options available

 » No down payments or service fees

 » Multiple companies to choose from

 » Local Agency - Opened in 1894

 » 24 Hour Claims Service - We work for you

W
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Frequently asked questions
q: What if I already have my insurance through Mang?

a: Contact your local Mang office and they will review your policies and assist you with sign-
ing up with the Workplace Insurance Program.

 
q: Do I need to wait until my policy renews?

a: No, changing over to Mang’s Workplace Insurance Program can happen at any time  
during the term of your policy.

 
q: Is this just auto insurance? 

a: No. Many different types of personal insurance are available through this program  
including, but not limited to auto, homeowners, ATV, RV and renters’.

 
q: Do I need to be a full time employee to be eligible? 

a: No, this program is available to all employees regardless of whether you are a part time or 
full time employee.

 
q: Does Mang represent my insurance company? 

a: Mang represents a variety of stable, secure insurance companies including NYCM  
Insurance, Preferred Mutual, Kemper, Travelers, Safeco, and more.  

 
q: What if Mang does not represent my current insurance company?

a: Mang will quote your insurance, based on the information you provide and apply any pos-
sible discounts you are eligible for in an attempt to find you the most competitive rate.

are you ready to save?
Contact your Mang Insurance Agency representative:
Teri Schunk
(607) 337-4424
teri.schunk@manginsurance.com

*The availability, qualifications and amounts of discounts may vary based on multiple variables which are reviewed in the quoting process. In addition, terms, 
conditions and exclusions not described above, may vary depending on the coverage purchased. 
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